ABSTRACT Code search is to retrieve the method according to the user needs. Many people think of the query as the only one to reflect the user needs. So they start with the query and find the synonyms, semantically similar to the query terms, for query expansion. However, they overlook a fact: the retrieved methods still need to be altered because it does not meet the user needs directly. This implies that the alteration made in the retrieved methods also reflects the user needs. In this paper, we start with the alteration intent (the possible alterations after retrieving methods) and propose to predict the alteration intent and use it for query expansion. The experiment results show that our approach outperforms CodeHow, the approach to use APIs for query expansion, by 59.8% with a precision score of 0.815.
I. INTRODUCTION
How to search for the methods based on the user needs is an important question in software engineering. A lot of people think that the effectiveness of the code search depends on the words match between the query and the method because the query is the only one to reflect the user needs. For more matches, those people start with the original query terms typed by users, finding their ''synonyms'' for query expansion. For example, CodeHow [1] , proposed by Fei Lv, looked for the semantically similar terms of the query terms in the API documentations. Although these search methods seem to yield correct matches, the retrieved methods still need to be altered because it doesn't meet the user needs directly [2] . From this phenomenon, we discover an overlooked fact: besides the query, the alteration made in the retrieved methods also reflects the user needs. If the search engine predicts the alteration intent before retrieving methods, it would obtain the more accurate user needs for the better query results.
For example, as Fig.1 shown, the search engine [3] retrieves the method ''ExcelToDataSet'' given a query ''access data in excel''. It is because the query term ''excel'' appears two times and the term ''data'' appears seven times in this method. Unfortunately, this method only accesses the data of the outdated excel2003 rather than that of the most frequently-used excel2007. So users always intend to alter the method from line (1) to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhamamd Aleem. line (a1'): they alter ''Microsoft.Ace.OLEDB.4.0'' to ''Microsoft.Ace.OLEDB.12.0'' as well as ''Excel8.0'' to ''Excel12.0''. If the search engine predicts this intent, it could generate an expansion query ''Microsoft.Ace.OLEDB.12.0 Excel12.0 access data excel'' and retrieve the altered method to meet the user needs directly. In this paper, we start with the alteration intent (i.e., the possible alterations after retrieving methods) and propose an intent-enhanced code search approach. It contains the intent-enriched, the intent-first and the intentexpanded components, as shown in Fig.2a , Fig.2b and Fig.2c , respectively.
In the back-end, the intent-enriched component records alterations by using the code version tracking service and extracts the alterations intents by using an intent extraction algorithm: it obtains alterations, refines the commonly-used alterations, extracts the intents and enriches the methods with the intents in turn.
In the front-end, we employ a two-pass retrieval approach. First-pass retrieval: the intent-first component computes the semantic similarity scores between the intent and the query, as well as the structural similarity scores between the context and the query, and retrieves the methods based on the combination of two scores. Second-pass retrieval: If the methods don't meet the user needs, the intent-expanded component expands the query with the intent and the context, so as to obtain the better methods. To prove the effectiveness of our approach, we compare it with CodeHow [1] and Google Code Search (CS) [4] by performing 34 real-world queries. The experimental results show our approach achieves a precision score of 0.815 and outperforms them by 59.8%.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose the alteration intent, a distinctive source to reflect the user needs.
• We not only use the alteration intent to retrieve the methods, but also we use it to expand the original query for better methods.
II. OUR APPROACH A. INTENT-ENRICHED COMPONENT
We propose an intent extraction algorithm to extract the alterations intents. This algorithm contains 4 steps.
Step 1: Obtain alterations. We crawled web pages on Github Commits and downloaded the methods in them. Let i = m i − m i where m i is the ith original method; m i ' is the altered version of m i ; i are alterations that are the differences between m i and m i '. We used ChangeDistiller [5] to represent m i with Abstract Syntax Tree (AST i ), and characterized the alterations as a sequence of node operations given
Insert (node u, node v, int k): insert u and position it as the (k + 1)-th child of v;
Delete (node u, node v, int k): delete u at the (k + 1)-th child of v;
Update (node u, node v): replace the label and AST type of u with v while maintaining u's position;
Move (node u, node v, int k): delete u from its current position and insert it as the (k + 1)-th child of v. This is how Distiller works. It computes the one-to-one node mapper between AST i and AST i ' (i.e., the before and the after versions of m i ) bottom-up by using bigram string similarity for leaf nodes (e.g., statements and method invocations) and subtree similarity for inner nodes (e.g., while and if statements). If a node is not in the mapper, it is i .
Step 2: Extract intent. Each method always undergoes several alterations. We have to pick out the common-used alterations as the intent to reflect the user needs. Because the alterations are characterized as a sequence of node operations, we used the modified Longest Common Edit Operation Subsequence (LCEOS) algorithm [6] , an effective method to refine the longest common subsequence, to iteratively compare the node operations pairwise and identify the common node operations pairs, such that c =
For better effectiveness, we even considered more concrete instances of types, methods, variables and constants, which have different names but the same edit type or inheriting type, abstractly equivalent. Then we generalized these concrete instances with the abstract identifiers $t, $m, $v and $c to enforce a consistent naming, while recording the mapper between the abstract identifiers and the concrete instances. If subsequent node operations pairs are inconsistent with the current mappers, we omitted them.
Step 3: Extract intent-relevant context. Besides the alteration intent, we also considered the intent-relevant context. This is because, in the AST view, if the alteration in the intent is a node operation e i , then the intent-relevant context c i refers to the unchanged AST nodes that depend on e i or on which e i depends. Let C = {c i |c i ∈ {DataDepend (x, y), ControlDepend (x, y), ContainDepend (x, y)}}.
DataDepend (node x, node y): the node x uses or defines a variable whose value is defined in the node y.
ControlDepend (node x, node y): the node y is control dependent on the node x if y may or not execute depending on a decision made by x. Formally, given a control-flow graph, y is control dependent on x, if: (i) y post-dominates every vertex p in x y, p = x and (ii) y does not strictly post-dominate x.
ContainDepend (node x, node y): the node y is containment dependent on the node x if y is a child of x in the AST.
We used the static analysis framework Crystal 1 [7] to extract the intent-relevant context with the control, data and containment dependence analysis.
Step 4: Enrich methods. We regarded code methods as documents and constructed code corpus by using Lucene. Originally, each document contained two fields: the FQN (fully qualified name) and the method body. Having extracting the alteration intent and the intent-relevant context, we thought of them as two new fields appended to the original fields of the document.
B. INTENT-FIRST COMPONENT
In the front-end, we employ a two-pass retrieval approach. Inspired by searching for APIs mentioned in the Lv Fei's paper [1] , we design the intent-first component to perform the first-pass retrieval. It retrieves the methods related with the alteration intent. This is how it works. For each method m i , we view the query and m i 's intent as a bag of words, and compute the similarity score m d i .score by using VSM (Vector Space Model) 2 [8] . In VSM, we represent the query and the field ''intent'' by a vector, and calculate tf (term frequency) and idf (inverse document frequency) based on the frequency of words. According to the scores, we denote the top i meth- (1):
where . score equals to m s i .score. The parameter ∝ is an adjustment factor to make sure that the score of m overlap is larger than that of m notoverlap . Empirically, we set ∝ to 0.1 as the Lv Fei's paper [1] said.
As Equation (1) 
C. INTENT-EXPANDED COMPONENT
Only if the user is not satisfied with the methods which the intent-first component returns, the intent-expanded component is triggered to perform the second-pass retrieval for query expansion [9] .
Here, some preliminary background must be introduced. A query Q t containing n terms is defined as
For a method, four features is defined as
where f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 stand for the intent, the intent-relevant context, the FQN, the method body, respectively. A query is expressed in terms of f i : t i where t i ∈ Q t and f i ∈ F t . It means to search for methods that contains the term t i in the field f i . A Boolean query expression is constructed for retrieving the methods in terms of text similarity:
This query expression is used to search for the methods that contain the terms t 1 , . . ., t n in fields f 3 (FQN) and f 4 (Method Body). Now we describe how the intent-expanded component works by following the steps about implementing EBM mentioned in Lv Fei's paper [1] . For each method m i in the top-10 methods m relevant , we tokenized its intent into a keyword list A i , and constructed the Boolean query expression as follows:
where m i ∈ m relevant and t k ∈ (Q t -A i ). Note that the terms that appear in A i are removed from the query Q t , since the impact of these terms have been considered in m i 's intent. Then we used this query for retrieving the methods that contain the intent i in field f 1 (intent) as well as other query terms in fields f 3 (FQN) and f 4 (Method Body).
Considering that a method may be retrieved by more than one query expressions, we combine many query expressions into an expanded query as follows:
Given the query expression q expand , it is easy to retrieve the relevant methods by adopting EBM (Extended Boolean model) [10] that share the characteristics of VSM and Boolean model.
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we presented the experiment setting, the research questions (RQs), the evaluation metrics and the experimental results to evaluate our approach.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTING
Because our approach was inspired by CodeHow [1] , we considered it as the baseline. To ensure the fair comparison, we employed 34 real-world queries used for testing CodeHow, as shown in table 1.Then we employed twenty participants to perform every query. Of these participants, six participants are the graduate students who have at least 2 years of C# programming experience; the others are PhD students who have 3-4 years of C# programming experience. To avoid the human subjects, we asked two participants to manually inspect the top 20 results returned from each query and judge whether or not they are relevant. Note that we were very strict with the label ''relevant''. Only the query results both receiving the relevant feedbacks from two participants and needing not to be altered subsequently were labeled as ''relevant''. Thus the precision of CodeHow was lower than the previous papers, such as [1] . In addition, to construct the code corpus, we parsed the queries into bags of terms and discriminated the valuable terms from the nonsense terms by using tf-idf. Given the valuable words, we searched for 2,151 projects labeled ''C#'' on Github and indexed 1.16 million C# methods by using Lucene.
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We listed 3 RQs to investigate the effectiveness of our approach and the benefit of the distinctive features of the intent-first and the intent-expanded components.
1) RQ1: HOW EFFECTIVE IS OUR APPROACH?
To answer this RQ, each participant used our approach and CodeHow to perform 34 queries mentioned above. To reprogram CodeHow, we needed to create a collection of API descriptions. Based on the name of each method in the code corpus, we extracted API name and description (i.e., FQN, summary and remarks) from MSDN 3 documents, and indexed them as the expansion library using Lucene. Then we implement CodeHow that identifies the top-10 relevant APIs that match a query: 1) it computes the similarity between the API name and the query as well as the similarity between the description and the query; 2) it combines two similarity values; 3) it returns the top-10 relevant APIs; 4) it appends the identified APIs to the original query, and generates Boolean query expressions; and 5) it ranks the query results by using EBM.
2) RQ2: IS INTENT-FIRST COMPONENT EFFECTIVE?
One distinctive feature of our approach versus CodeHow is the intent-first component (IF). Answering this RQ would evaluate whether or not this component is useful. We implemented two versions of our approach. The one retrieves methods in the scope of the intent, the context, the FQN and the method body. The other without IF does the same thing but omit the intent and the context.
3) RQ3: IS INTENT-EXPANDED COMPONENT EFFECTIVE?
Another distinctive feature of our approach versus CodeHow is the intent-expanded component (IE). Answering this RQ would evaluate whether or not this component is useful. We also implemented a variant of our approach without IE which utilizes the original query directly to retrieve methods.
C. EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, the Precision@k is used as follows:
where relevant i,k represents the relevant query results for query i in the top k results; Q is a set of queries. Precision@k takes an average on all queries whose relevant answers could be found by inspecting the top k (k = 1, 5, 10, 20) results. A better code search tool allows users to discover the needed methods by examining fewer results. The higher the metric value, the higher the precision is. The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [11] is also used for measuring the ranking capability of the code search based on the graded relevance of the results of a set of queries. It varies from 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 representing the ideal ranking of the results. The higher the NDCG value, the better the ranking capability is.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Following Section III-A, we performed experiments to answer RQs. For drawing confident conclusions whether or not our approach is really effective, we conducted a statistical test to compare the mean values of 2 metrics in the experiments. Specifically, we conducted the 2-sided Wilcoxon's signed rank test between 2 results. When comparing each pair of results, the primary null hypothesis was that there was no statistical difference in the performance between 2 results. Here, we employed the 95 percent confidence level (ie, the p-values below 0.05 were significant).
1) RQ1: EFFECTIVENESS OF OUR APPROACH
We compared our approach with CodeHow by performing 34 queries. In table 2, the ''+'' refers to the p-value which is less than 0.05 and calculated among the pairwise comparison for our approach and CodeHow. This table showed all p-values less than 0.05. So we reject the null hypothesis, accepting the alternative hypothesis that there is a statistically significant difference in the mean values of the 2 metrics. Here, our approach achieved the mean of the precision score of 0.815. Compared with CodeHow, our approach achieved 59.8%, 66.2%, 70.3%, and 89.5% improvements in terms of Precision@1, Precision@5, Precision@10, and Precision@20, respectively. In terms of NDCG, our approach obtained a score of 0.873 and outperformed the CodeHow (0.712) by 22.6%. Fig.3 showed the percentage of the queries that our approach performed better/worse than CodeHow. When the top 1 result was examined, our approach won in 36% of the queries and lost in 18%. When the top 5 results were examined, our approach won in 61% of the queries and lost in only 7%.
To analyze the reason for the lost cases of Fig.3 , we explored what factors are correlated with the precision. Fig.4a depicted the two lost cases (i.e., Q 5 ''Convert utc time to local time'' and Q 17 ''How to get Color from Hexadecimal color code''). They showed that the more past alterations provided, the less common subset is likely to be shared among these alterations. This results in that the precision went down. Take Q 5 for example. The query result underwent 3 alterations. The first equals to (''DateTime.Parse, ToLocalTime''): Instead, Fig.4b depicted the two promising cases of Fig.3 (i. e., Q 6 ''converting String to DateTime'' and Q 34 ''how to split string into words''). They showed that the more past alterations provided, the higher precision is. This is because if the past alterations of the methods are similar, adding alterations may not decrease the number of common alterations, but induce more identifier abstraction and more common alterations. Take Q 34 for example. The query result underwent 3 alterations. The first equals to (''string.trim.split()'': added ''string.trim(). split()''; the second equals to (''string.trim.split()''): added ''string.trim().split(''); the third equals to (''string.trim. split()''): added ''string.trim().split(',')''. The common subset of 3 alterations was ''string.trim.split'' and the precision went up. This is reasonable. Someone splits the string based on blanks, someone based on quotes and someone based on commas, but their methodologies of splitting the string are same.
For the draw cases of Fig.3 , the methods were never altered. Thus our approach was similar with the other code search tools. The experiment results mentioned above illustrated the precision varied with the similarity and number of past alterations. Even the similarity takes precedence over the number. The more similar alterations, the higher precision is.
2) RQ2: EFFECTIVENESS OF INTENT-FIRST COMPONENT
To answer RQ2, we compared our approach with the one without IF. In table 3, the ''+'' refers to the p-value which is less than 0.05 and calculated among the pairwise comparison for our approaches with and without IF. This table showed all p-values were less than 0.05. There was a statistically significant difference in the mean values of the precision. Our approach without IF achieved the precision scores of 0.44, 0.41, 0.43 and 0.41 when the top 1, 5, 10 and 20 query results were inspected, respectively. Our approach achieved 84%, 85%, 83%, and 81% improvement in terms of Precision@1, Precision@5, Precision@10 and Precision@20, respectively.
3) RQ3: EFFECTIVENESS OF INTENT-EXPANDED COMPONENT
To answer RQ3, we compared our approach with the one without IE. Table 4 showed all p-values were less than 0.05. There was a statistically significant difference in the mean values of the precision. Our approach without IE achieved precision scores of 0.72, 0.69, 0.61 and 0.51 when the top 1, 5, 10 and 20 query results were inspected, respectively. Our approach improved in terms of Precision@1, Precision@5, Precision@10 and Precision@20.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Through the analysis of the intent-enriched component, we obtained the following insights which would affect the effectiveness of our approach.
A. INTENT SOURCE
The intent is extracted from the past alterations. No alterations, no intents, which results in no match between the query and the intent or the intent-relevant context. According to our user study, the methods without the intent made up 25.7% to 38.4% of methods' volume in our code corpus. If the method carries no intents, we only used the FQN and the method Body for computing the textual similarity.
B. INTENT SENSITIVITY
The intent is closely related to the past alterations, but the intent varies inconsistently with their number. The more alterations are provided, the fewer common subset is likely to be shared, which results in the problems of over generalization. The fewer alterations are provided, the more common subset is, which results in the problems of over specification. Actually, instead of the number of the alterations, the intent is more dependent on the similarity between the alterations. If the alterations are diverse, our approach extracts the fewer common alterations and obtains the insufficient intent. If the alterations are similar, it extracts the more common alterations and obtains the sufficient intent.
To reach the maximum similarity, we would try two ways. First, we apply the heuristic algorithm to pick out the similar alterations from all alterations, and realize the best intent (i.e., the one with the maximum similarity) despite of a big difference in a few alterations. Second, we use the threshold in LCEOS (as shown in the process of identifying the common intent) to tolerate the inexact matches between the alterations. For example, if our approach fails to find any common edit operation between two alterations, all concrete instances of types, methods, variables and constants are generalized with the abstract identifiers to match the edit or the inheriting type.
C. INTENT ELEMENTS REFINEMENT
Our work is a query expansion problem. The key factor is the choice of appropriate synonyms. Each intent has many elements. For example, the intent ''Microsoft.Ace.OLEDB.12.0 Excel12.0'' has 5 elements: Microsoft, Ace, OLEDB, Excel and 12.0. If all elements are incorporated for expansion, it may produce even worse results than not expanding the query. Thus we would employ the intent refinement strategy to pick out the most commonlyused elements to benefit the code search. But it might reduce the predictive coverage because this strategy may result in a loss of the intent information. The loss prevents our approach from performing the comprehensive search.
V. RELATED WORK
Early code search engines adopted the keywords-based information retrieval approaches [12] such as Google which allows users to type keywords. However, Myers [4] observed that these search engines seem imprecise because they are not specialized for programming tasks. To improve the precision, the semantic search was proposed. At the beginning, Wing focused on matching function signatures [13] . Then his work was extended to match more complete formal semantics by using λ prolog and Larch-based [14] . However, these approaches lack of practicality because of too much formalized work. For better practicality, the query expansion was proposed to add one or more synonyms of the words appearing in a query. For example, Portfolio takes natural language descriptions as ''synonyms'' and outputs a list of code fragments along with the call graphs [15] . Wang et al. [16] incorporated user feedback as ''synonyms'' to refine the VOLUME 7, 2019 query. Lv et al. [1] used potential APIs for query expansion. In addition, dictionary learning [17] , [18] , appropriate ontology [19] , word thesauruses [20] , code tokens [21] or user reviews [22] was involved.
The existing search approaches seem to yield semantically correct matches, but the retrieved methods still doesn't fully meet the user needs and have to be altered [2] . This is because many people think the query is the only one to reflect the user needs. So they start with the original query terms, finding their ''synonyms'' for query expansion. By contrast, we believe the alteration made in the retrieved methods also reflects the user needs. Thus we propose to predict the intent before retrieving methods. Then we either use the intent for code search directly or use it for query expansion.
Actually, our approach was inspired by the baseline (CodeHow). Given a query, CodeHow searches for APIs based on the text and the name similarity matches. Then it combines two kinds of APIs into one kind, and uses EBM to incorporate APIs into the original query for better search. Although our approach also involves two kinds of methods, a combination and EBM, our approach is different. First, CodeHow employs the one-pass retrieval approach: the search for APIs and the query expansion are in a continuous process. By contrast, we employ a two-pass retrieval approach: the search for methods and the query expansion are two separated processes. Second, the APIs CodeHow searches for are intermediate and the query expansion is necessary. By contrast, the methods we search for would be accepted directly and the query expansion is optional. Only if the user is not satisfied with the methods, the query expansion is triggered.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the alteration intent and use it for the two-pass retrieval approach. By incorporating the alteration intent into the code search, our method outperforms CodeHow by 59.8%.
In the future, we plan to address the issues discussed in Section IV. For example, in the intent-enriched component, we apply the heuristic algorithm to ensure the intent with the maximum similarity or employ the deep learning approach to make the intent become self-improvement. 
